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Photo courtesy Consumer Guide ProductsThe Sugarhill Gang's Rapper's Delight was the first hip-hop song to go gold. I said a hip hop the hippie the hippie to the hip hip hop, you do not stop the rock it to the bang bang boogie, say that the boogie jumped the boogie to the rhythm of the boogie, the beat It is possible that you are at a
crossroads now between finishing the lyrics of this song and reading this article. Go ahead; sing a bit more if you do - we are there with you... Now what you hear is not a test – I'm rappin' to the beat and me, the groove, and my friends are going to try to move your feet I'm Wonder Mike and I'd like to say hello to the black, the white, the
red, and the brown, the purple and yellow Ready yet? No? But first I fear afraid the boogie to the boogie say that the boogie to the afraid bang boogie let's rock, you do not stop rock the riddle that rock your body ... If you've got this verse and still have more lyrics in you, you probably know that they come from one of the first hip hop, or
rap, songs ever recorded - Rapper's Delight from The Sugarhill Gang. You might remember the song from when it first hit the airways sprinting toward gold, or maybe you're blinking at a little old lady in the Adam Sandler movie, The Wedding Singer. While it is true that in October 1979 this was the first hip-hop song to garner gold, it in no
way represents the beginning of hip-hop. Another thing to clarify is this: If you think hip-hop and rap are synonymous, you're a little off the mark. While it's right to say that rap is hip-hop, it's not entirely accurate to say that hip hop is rap. Hip-hop is a cultural movement akin to Art Deco and the Harlem Renaissance, and, like these
movements, it contains several elements. Most hip-hop historians speak of four elements of hip hop: tagging (graffiti), b-boying (break dancing), emceeing (MCing) and rapping. One of the visual elements -- graffiti -- came first technically, but at the time it wasn't part of hip-hop culture because hip-hop didn't exist. DJs and MCing (and
eventually rapping) started the hip-hop movement, with dance and style following closely. If you look at the movement from the beginning to today, you will see that these elements have been expanded in broader terms: Visual art, which includes graffiti, as well as other graphic arts and film The written and spoken word, including MCing,
rapping and performance poetry Physical movement, which includes a variety of hip-hop dance styles Style, including clothing and other objects of fashion Texts are not the only words of the hip-hop movement. Poetry has also found a home in hip-hop, through spoken word - the process of recite original poetry or the work of another for a
group or audience. It should be noted that performance poetry is not limited the realm of hip-hop, but it has been steadily gaining foot within the movement for many years. If you've seen an episode of Russell Simmons' HBO TV series, Def Poetry Jam, which premiered in 2002, you know what it is. A number of well-known poets and
celebrities have appeared on the show, including Amiri Baraka, Ani DiFranco, DMX, George Clinton, Erykah Badu, Kanye West, KRS-One, Lou Reed, Nikki Giovanni, Smokey Robinson, Sonia Sanchez and Wyclef Jean.In this article, we'll take a look at each of the elements of hip hop. But first, let's go back -- way back -- and explore the
beginning of this 30-year-old movement. Keep up to date with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Jeff XuCar and Driver If Car and Driver exists at the intersection of the car and the clever manipulation of the English language, then we share that angle with a huge cadre of rap and hip-hop artists for whom writing
about vehicles they admire, own, or own (and dissing the cars their rivals drive) is an art. We've combed through more than four decades of data from Genius.com, an online database of lyrics, to see how our musical comrades see the car world. Ad - Continue reading Below Audi Most mentioned vehicles: TT (6), R8 (5), A8 (4), 5000
(4)Rhymes with: Cloudy, outtie, pride, Rousey (Ronda) BMW Most mentioned vehicles: 7-series (23), M6 (7), 3-series (7)Rhyme with: Girls names ending in ina, reefer, seater, FEMA Bentley Most mentioned vehicles: Bentley Truck, Bentayga (44); Continental, GT, Flying Spur (13); Mulsanne (11)Rhymes with: Dempsey (Jack), Winfrey
(Oprah), MacKenzie (Spuds) Buick Most commonly mentioned vehicles: Regal (19), Century (4), LeSabre (4), Park Avenue (4)Rhymes with: Do it, to it, rendezvous it, truance Cadillac Vehicles most mentioned: DeVille (16), Escalade (8), Seville (7)Rhyme with: Papa yak, Shaq Papa, zaddy, fat Chevrolet/Chevy Vehicles most mentioned:
Impala (25), Camaro (5), Corvette (5), Nova (5)Rhymes with: Heavy, confetti, daily, many hay Ferrari Most mentioned vehicles: Testarossa (9), California (7), Enzo (5)Rhymes with: Sorry, Atari, party, Armani, Rastafari Ford Most commonly mentioned vehicles: Fiesta (10), Escort (Escort (7), Explorer (7)Rhymes with: Veroorloven, Accord
(Honda), Forbes, ignored/p&gt;Alternate used: Tom Ford, Harrison Ford, Betty Ford Honda Most commonly mentioned vehicles: Civic (72), Accord (55) , Passport (2)Rhymes with: Mama, anaconda , Rhonda, Yolanda, Fonda (Jane) Jaguar Most commonly mentioned vehicles: XF (8), F-type (4), XJ (4)Error: Elise (1)Rhymes with:
NASCAR, fast car, Babar, black card Jeep Most mentioned vehicles: Cherokee (4), Wrangler (4), Trackhawk (1)Rhymes with: Sleep, street, seat, beat, sheikh Lamborghini Most mentioned vehicles: Murciélago (18), Gallardo (11), Aventador (9)Rhyme with: Bikini, Rambo, Yamini Land Rover Most mentioned: vehicles Rover (145), Range
Rover Sport (2)Rhymes with: Hangover, run over, Hova, sober, driver Lexus Most mentioned vehicles: GS (8), ES (1), LX (1), SC (1)Fault land Cruiser (3)Rhymes with: Texas, chain, reckless, Rolexen Maserati Vehicles mentioned most: GranTurismo (4), Ghibli (1), Quattroporte (1), Spyder (1)Rhymes with: Kamikaze, illuminati, Pavarotti
(Luciano), Atari McLaren Most vehicles mentioned: SLR (7), P1 (2)Error : SLK (1)Rhymes with: Donna Karan, LeBaron, clearly, dare 'em Mercedes-AMG Most mentioned vehicles: S-class (14), CL-class (7), G-class (7)Rhymes with: TMZ, ABC, shout at me, make believe Mercedes-Benz Most mentioned vehicles: CL-class (7), G-class (6),
E-class (5), S-class (5)Error: 7-series (1)Rhymes with: Tracy McGrady, Swayze (Patrick), saved me, Hades, ladies Mercedes-Maybach Most mentioned vehicles: Pullman (1) , S600 (1)Rhymes with : I'm back, Cadillac, yak, grey-black Nissan Most mentioned vehicles: GT-R (6), Micra (3), Altima (2), Patrol (2), Qashqai (2)Error: Elantra
(1)Rhymes with: Hit man, peon, fleece on, pecan Porsche Most commonly mentioned vehicles: 911 (28), Panamera (13), Cayenne (11)Rhyme with: Horse, bored, of course Rolls-Royce Most mentioned vehicles: Phantom (18), Ghost (5), Corniche (4), Wraith (4)Rhymes with : Your choice, her choice , f***bois Tesla Most mentioned car:
Roadster (4)Rhymes with: Testa (rossa), extra, wrestler, FrescaAlternate use: Nikola Tesla Toyota Most mentioned vehicles: Corolla (20), Camry (5), Land Cruiser (2), Prius (2)Rhymes with: Motorola, Crayola, Bogotá, yoga Volvo Most mentioned vehicle: V70 (1)Rhymes with: Chaz Bono, YOLO, SoHo, logos, yojo, loco This content is
made and maintained by a third party , and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Hip Hop has defined generations, shaped culture, and endured enormous controversy. Since its origins in the 1970s, hip hop and rap have grown in
popularity, and have been responsible for some of the most prolific and profitable musical artists worldwide. And it's also at the root of some incredible rags to riches stories - and cautionary tales about the dangers of fame and fortune. Next Friday, one of the most iconic hip-hop stories of all time will come to life on the big screen. Straight
Outta Compton tells the true story of the creation, rise and eventual dissolution of gangsta rap pioneers NWA. The biopic is freshly certified on Rotten Tomatoes, and has already trickled into pop culture, inspiring a social media meme and a ton of buzz. But it's not the first film to describe the ups and downs of life in hip-hop. Here are five
great movies that paved the way for Straight Compton. 1. Krush Groove (1985) Source: Warner Bros. Def Jam Recordings was one of the driving forces behind the rise of the hip hip united states. And its origins can be found with an exciting, if somewhat fictional, energy in Krush Groove. It stars Blair Underwood as Russell Wilson, a
stand-in for the real-life creator of Def Jam, Russell Simmons. It also features a whole host of real musicians who played crucial roles in getting the studio off the ground, including Run-D.M.C, New Edition, Sheila E. and Kurtis Blow. But what sets Krush Groove apart is not the star-studded cast. It's the way it captures the excitement,
excitement and controversy involved in Def Jam's legendary launch. The music sequences, both in the studio and on stage, are electric. And the scenes that show how society initially resisted the new sound before embracing it speak of how groundbreaking Def Jam was. 2. Beat Street (1984) Source: Orion Pictures Like Krush Groove,
Beat Street is dedicated to telling the story of hip hop in the 1980s. But it does this by focusing on the action on the street - the young men and women who fell in love with the music. Beat Street follows a group of brothers and their friends, who immerse themselves in hip-hop culture and fall into many of the different aspects, including
break-dancing and DJs. Having been filmed at the height of hip-hop's rise, Beat Street feels incredibly authentic - almost more like a documentary than a fictional film. And the way it incorporates hip-hop into the film, both when it's characterized and when only part of the background, makes it feel like a real testament to the music and the
period. 3. 8 Mile (2002) Source: Imagine Entertainment Eminem is one of the most divisive figures in rap and hip hop. But while many take issue with the content of his music, no one could argue with his talent as an actor after he appeared in 8 Miles. Set in his hometown of Detroit, this film is loosely based on his life, and is a gritty and
often honest representation of life in the Motor City. Eminem stars as Jimmy, a factory worker and aspiring rapper who has to balance domestic problems, social pressures and his own fear of failure. Eminem's achievements are inspired - he wears 8 Miles with a somber introspection, through his dire trailer parks and dirty city streets.
Jimmy's experiences help inform his music, and even when he finally finds his voice, you forget that you're looking at a multi-platinum musician and feeling like you're watching a hip-hop star in the making. 4. Hustle &amp; Flow (2005) Source: MTV Films Hip Hop often tells the stories of battle – the kind other types of artists may not have
experience with, or may be too afraid to to tell. Hustle &amp; Flow carries that torch through the streets of Memphis, where pimps and prostitutes hardly find it. The movie after DJay (Terrence Howard), a weary Memphis pimp who scrapes together a production team to try to make it big in the business business. Hustle &amp; Flow Flow a
great movie, even without the soundtrack - the performances, from Howard, Anthony Anderson, Empire's Taraji P. Henson and Orange is the New Black's Taryn Manning, are top notch; and the drama of DJay's battle for fame is as compelling as it gets. But his songs – written for the film of Three 6 Mafia – take Hustle &amp; Flow to the
next level and perfectly capture the frustrations and fears that drive DJay and his friends to find something better. 5. Notorious (2009) Source: Fox Searchlight Pictures The East Coast/West Coast feud shaped hip hop culture for years. And one of the most notable figures, Christopher Notorious B.I.G. Wallace, left us far too soon as a
result. Notorious tells his life story, from his Brooklyn childhood, his astronomical rise to fame, and his untimely death in a driveby shoot. Jamal Woolard plays Wallace - and bears an uncanny resemblance to him, both in appearance and mannerisms. And Notorious benefits not only from Woolard and the supporting cast's performances,
but from the narrative decision to focus on the man, and not just his celebrity. In doing so, we get an unfettered glimpse into life at the height of 90s hip-hop, and have a chance to better understand its ups and downs. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet:
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